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JOHN PETREY 
“COSTUME PARTY” 
November 14 through January 3  

Opening reception Saturday, November 14, 2009 6 PM - 9  

 

The Lois Lambert Gallery presents sculptor John Petrey’s current series of 

nostalgic dresses made from the most unconventional materials. From functional 

objects such as vintage patinated copper, barn wood, tin ceiling tiles and broken 

yardsticks, to more contemporary materials with a ‘pop art’ quality including bottle 

caps, aluminum, asphalt shingles and movie marquee letters, Petrey 

incorporates reclaimed objects and utilizes them in unexpected ways. The 

materials selected in creating each dress attributes to its character and personal 

narrative.  

 

The concept of the dress series developed several years ago when Petrey found 

himself considering those “carefree days of childhood when the world seemed 

perfect.” He notes, “In the ‘60s, when I was growing up in Southern California, all 

the families on TV could solve their problems within a 30 minute time slot. It was 

surreal-- the women’s clothes were perfectly pressed and they wore pearls to 

cook breakfast.” Although he fondly reminisces upon the days when a soda pop 

cost a nickel, upon examining the ‘Pollyanna days’ of the ‘50s and ‘60s, John 

Petrey’s work speaks to the absurdity of perceived perfectionism as he creates 

his sculptures from materials that beckon to be touched rather than worn. 

 

The universal appeal of the bygone era that Petrey portrays is evident, as his 

work and signature style has become recognized within the art world. Two of his 



pieces, “Doris Day” and “Joan of Arc,” garnered prestigious NICHE Awards, 

presented annually by NICHE magazine. He was also awarded the Lyndhurst 

Foundation’s MakeWork Grant. John Petrey has exhibited his work at galleries 

across the United States .  His work is in both private and public collections 

throughout the US and Canada. 
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SHANNON LANDIS HANSEN 
“HANDBROKEN” 
November 14 through January 3  
Opening reception Saturday, November 14, 2009 6 PM - 9 PM 
 
 
Shannon Hansen’s newest collection of mosaic assemblage is featured at a new 

exhibition, presented by the Gallery of Functional Art. “Handbroken” introduces a 

series of never-before-seen work, highlighting Hansen’s infamous motif of quirky 

ceramic figures, colorful tiles, chipped plates, and abandoned saucers. With a 

grout-encrusted hammer, she shatters and juxtaposes forgotten objects to create 

elaborate lamps, one-of-a-kind candlesticks, whimsical furniture, and unique 

urns. 

 

Beyond the unique nature of her work, Shannon emphasizes the ‘transitoriness’ 

of objects—their ability to change over time, taking on a life of their own. She 

believes in letting the material speak for itself. “La Biennale,” a lamp with a 

mosaic base and a decoupaged shade, celebrates Venice’s biennial with water-

like tiling and elaborate, layered materials that formulate a lagoon design. Her 

work serves as a reflection of the untold narrative of objects: where they have 

been, what they have seen, by inviting its viewer to contemplate their own 

personal story. Her piece “Winter in Buffalo” shows a warm and inviting tropical 

paradise in the form of a side chair, beckoning one to escape the reality of their 

own life and imagine themselves in paradise. 

 

Hansen has been featured in numerous exhibitions at galleries and academic 

institutions including the National Academy of Design in New York and the 



Dickson Art Center.  She was recently awarded the Art In Public Places grant 

from the Joan Mitchell Foundation and New Orleans Arts Council. “Still 

Standing,” a public sculpture in New Orleans’ City Park, has been dedicated to 

the victims of Hurricane Katrina. 

 

 


